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Anderson, Hans Christian. The Little Mermaid. Illustrated by Katie Thamer Treherne.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989. ISBN 0-15-246-320-8. $14.95. Unpaginated.
I have to admit that I never liked this story. The idea-that a beautiful mernlaid
would sacrifice her beautiful voice to become human; try to win the love of a prince
in the hopes of obtaining a soul; knowing if she fails, she will die without a soul and
will end up as foam on the sea; failing, but instead of killing the prince for a chance
to become a mermaid again, she willingly commits suicide; still getting a soul
anyway-is too much pathos for me to handle in one story. And yet, the story does
have a noble style to it. The fact that the mermaid's sisters banded together and
sacrificed their hair for a chance that the mermaid could return to the water,
underscores the feeling of hopelessness with a feeling of support.
The illustrations aptly used color to help portray moods, especially the mood of
evil as in the picture of the sea witch, and the mood of grace and beauty as in th e
pictures with the mermaid in human form. Many of the illustrations are left abstract
with little attention to detail , especially the pictures of the ocean.
In general, this is a tale full of pathos and colorful illustrations, but not one I
would rush out to buy.
-Judith Huber

B

Ardley, Neil. Music. Alfred A. Knopf, 1989. ISBN (library binding) 0-394-922-59-x.
$13.99. 64 pp.
Neil Ardley is the author of the Eyewitness Books' series entitled Mu sic. There
is a brief description about producing sound, but the content is largely focused on
instruments that have been and are used to make music. Photographs of the
instruments show a particular family from the most primitive to the most modern
now in use. Small photographs or line drawings show the way the instrument is held
to play it. Most of the instruments shown are those used by the Western World but
some unusual ones are mentioned (like the Iranian spike fiddle and the Mongolian
horse head fiddle). There is also a section on Indian strings and percussion
instruments from a variety of Asian countries. The Pacific Islands with the ukuleles
and a variety of wooden percussion instruments are omitted. The book concludes
with electrical instruments and synthesizers which Ardley suggests "may be the
music of the future."
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The photographs are excellent and are accompanied by clear, concise
explanations. Each family of instruments is traced back to early history giving the
reader a feeling of music's importance to man throughout history. The only
reservation I have is that it gives the appearance of a comprehensive, pictorial
history of instruments, but there are cultures and their instruments which were
omitted.
-Lillian Heil
Avi. The Man Who Was Poe. Orchard Books, 1989. ISBN 0-541-08433-7. $13.95. 208 pp.
Eleven-year-old Edmund's aunt is missing and, while he is gone in search of
food, his twin sister disappears. An English boy, all alone in Providence, Rhode
Island, in November of 1848, Edmund has nowhere to tum for help until he
stumbles into a man who identifies himself as Auguste Dupin (a character in Edgar
Allen Poe's detective story, "The Murders in the Rue Morgue"). Dupin takes it
upon himself to find Aunty and Sis, and after much liquor and many strange
experiences, Edmund finds out that Dupin is none other than Edgar Allen Poe! We
see Poe/Dupin as he struggles to write the story of the missing characters. As
reality slips away and Poe becomes lost in his own tale, we wonder if he has any
intention of solving the real mystery , or simply writing his own ending.
This is a clever plot for a novel by Avi, but Poe's interactions with the
frightened boy are, at times, a little too strange for the young reader. He ignores the
boy, refuses to answer the pleas of a child desperate for comfort, and wanders in
and out of liquor saturated horrors. At the end of the novel, Avi devotes two pages
to a brief summary of Poe's life, but unless the reader is very familiar with the
agonies of the mind which Poe actually endure, The Man Who Was Poe may be a
little shadowy. For those who know about Poe's life, this book offers intrigue and
mystery, and follows Poe's own sense of the detective and mystery genre.
-Helen Hoopes
Base, Graeme. The Eleventh Hour. Illustrated by Graeme Base. Harry N. Abram s, Inc.,
1988. ISBN 0-8109-0851-4. $13.95. Unpaginated.
What a book!!!!! I placed the reading level at 3, because I'm sure that any third
grader, possibly even 2nd grade child could read this book. BUT DO NOT BE
DECEIVED! The reading is the easy part. Codes, codes, and more codes abound
in this book and just when you think that you have the whole thing figured out, and
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you've opened the sealed portion of the book, what do you think you find??? Codes,
codes, and more codes that you hadn't even realized were there. It is a good thing
that the author explains this marvelous book.
The story revolves around a young elephant that is just about to turn eleven and
have a birthday party. He plans a marvelous feast with eleven delicacies, elevcn
games to play, eleven invited guests, and plans for the party to last eleven hours. The
hours pass and the guests assemble to eat the feast, when what to their wondering
eyes doth appear? Crumbs! Someone has already eaten the feast! But who? That's
where the codes come in. Each page has secret messages hidden in the borders,
hedges, and in the words of the story itself. And don't forget to watch the clocks. If
you can unravel the codes and decipher who the culprit is, there is a coded message
on the last page to tell you if you are right.
If you can't decipher the codes (or even if you can), open the sealed portion to
find out how much you missed. Oh, and by the way did you figure out the name of
the swan? (I didn't. Call me and give me a hint if you do!)
-Vicky M. Turner
A

Berger, Melvin. Simple Science Says: Take One Compass. Illustrated by G. Brian Karas.
Scholastic, 1990. ISBN 0-590-42384-3. $3.50. Unpaginated.
In ten short chapters of no more than five pages each, readers are introduced to
the concept of a compass and presented with a number of activities and problems to
be solved using one.
Generously illustrated with line drawings, the appeal of this book is that many
children can read through the pages, participate in the activities, and learn the
concepts without adult supervision. The directions are complete and the activities
appealing.
A small compass is attached to the inside of the back cover. No matter that the
adhesive, which peels off easily, seeps through the cover and sta ins the back with a
two-inch circle which looks like oil. Focus your attention on how to keep track of
the dime-sized compass once it is removed from the book.
-James S. Jacobs

*

Brett, Jan. Beauty and the Beast. Illustrated by Jan Brett. Clarion Books, 1989. ISBN
0-89919-497-4. $14.95. Unpaginated.
When choosing picture books for our collection, I can usually tell the quality of
the book from the cover and first two or three pages. The delicate colors tell
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painstaking detail, and their correlation with the story tell me that this is a book that
children will love and parents appreciate. There are no new twists to the story, and
the words read like poetry. Closely watch the murals behind Beauty while she is in
the Beast's castle to see a secret story unfold.
Don't pass this one by withou~ a test drive.
-Vicky M. Turner
Buffie, Margaret. The Haunting of Frances Rain. Scholastic Hardcover, 1987. ISBN
0-590-42834-9. $12.95. 196 pp.
Lizzie McGill is trying to escape from the problems that her mother's new
marriage has brought. Each day she takes a canoe and goes to a small neighboring
island to explore. The island has a strange feeling about it and she finds the remains
of an old cabin. As she investigates the cabin, she discovers an old pair of glasses.
When she puts them on, they begin to draw her into the past. The glasses once
belonged to Lizzie's grandmother and her spirit is waiting there on the island to
have Lizzie help her solve a mystery.
The story is a compelling one. The reader is, from the first, drawn into Lizzie's
current family problems, as well as into her desire to get to know the ghost woman
on the island. Slowly, Lizzie's new dad begins to emerge as someone she can
depend on.
-Vicky M. Turner

A5+
Fict

Carroll, Lewis. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. Illustrated by Anthony Browne. A. A.
Knopf, 1988. ISBN 0-394-80592-5. $19.99. 117 pp.
Modem, imaginative, and new illustrations by one of Great Britain's most
respected illustrators, Anthony Browne, make Lewis Carroll's playful fantasy
current. Surprisingly enough, the language and events don't seem dated when
accompanied by colorful surrealistic landscapes and a matter-of-fact brown haired
Alice, closer to the character described by the story's action than the rom antic
dreamer described by Carroll's editorial comments. The format of the book is more
along picture-book lines than other real editions, although the text is unexpurgated.
The print is clear and undaunting and the pictures come often enough to entice any
reader (even a reluctant parent).
-Janet Francis
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Christelow, Eileen. Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed. Illustrated by Eileen
Christelow. Clarion, 1989. ISBN 0-89919-769-8. $13.95. Unpaginated.
Eileen Christelow uses colored pencils to create the five squiggly monkeys who
obediently go through the bedtime ritual of taking a bath, putting on pajamas,
brushing their teeth, getting into bed and innocently bidding their mama goodnight.
That's when the fun begins. Five little monkeys jump on the bed. Of course, one
falls off and bumps his head. You've probably heard the familiar counting rhyme.
Mama called the doctor
And the doctor said,
"No more monkeys jumping on the bed!"
So four little monkeys ..... .
and so on until all five monkeys have bandaged heads. This is the point where
Christelow takes over and supplies a surprise ending to this finger play.
Children will love joining in as the rhyme counts down to one, and both adults
and children will enjoy the funny conclusion that Christelow has created. The
illustrations capture the mischievous monkeys to perfection, especially when you
see the wildly flying arms and legs of the jumping monkeys. This is a read aloud
book that children will ask to be repeated again and again.
- Lillian HeiI

A

5-9
Nonfict

Cohen, Daniel. Phone Call from a Ghost: Strange Tales from Modern America. Illustrated
by David Linn. Dodd, Mead & Co., 1988. ISBN 0-396-09266-7. $10.95 . 110 pp.
You pick up the ringing phone and hear a familiar voice. A chill runs down
your spine, not because you're happy to receive the call, but because you know the
voice on the phone belongs to someone who's been dead for two years. This is just
one of the spooky encounters in this collection. These ghosts don't haunt
graveyards or ancient castles. They have made their presence known in airplanes ,
college campuses, yachts and apartment buildings in America.
Are these tales true? The people who reported them insist that they are. But
the author doesn't attempt to convince the reader one way or another. He simply
retells each account with captivating style and leaves it up to the reader to decide.
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Whether you believe in the supernatural or not, the book is entertaining and
irresistible. Black and white drawings and actual photographs of the people and
places in the tales compliment each chapter. Older children will devour the spine
tingling thrills it offers. Librarians will love the large number of short, hair-raising
stories that can be retold in less than a minute for quick, easy booktalks.
-Sheri Orth
Cooper, Kay. Where Did You Get Those Eyes? Illustrated by Anthony Accardo. Walker &
Co., 1988. 0-8027-6803-2. 13.95. 68 pp.
Genealogy can be fun, even (or especially) for young people. Cooper provides
a step by step guide for researching one's family tree using a variety of family
histories to show some of the surprises and mysteries that can unravel as you get
going. The book is interesting, entertaining, educational, and should inspire some
action!
-Kathe Homer
Dinardo, Jeffrey. The Wolf Who Cried Boy. Illustrated by Jeffrey Dinardo. Grosset &
Dunlap, 1989. ISBN 0-448-09314-6. $8.95. Unpaginated.
The author has taken the story of The Boy Who Cried Wolf and switched main
characters, similar to Brinton Turkle's Deep in the Forest, but there all resemblance
stops. The pictures are nice, but not extraordinary. The story is cute, but not
exceptional. The easy-to-read format has a few words that will give trouble to those
beginning to read, but they will probably be able to figure them out.
-Vicky M. Turner
Engel, Diana. Josephina Hates Her Name. Illustrated by Diana Engel. Morrow Junior
Books, 1989. ISBN 0-688-07795-l. ISBN 0-688-07796-X (library binding). $12.95.
Unpaginated.
There will always be those children in the world who get stuck with the name
of their mother's favorite uncle (who has been dead for nearly half a century, and
the name shows it). If babies could complain about their names at birth, I'm sure
many of them would. Unfortunately, many can't make a fuss until they reach the
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age Josephina must have reached. She has friends, and they want to play "Let's
Trade Names," only no one wants to trade with Josephina. Her name is .. . well , so
unusual. To Josephina, that is a terrible fate, and she decides she hates her name.
When she complains to Grandma, she finds, to her dismay, that it was Grandma
who had wanted the name "Josephina" because that was Grandma's sister's name.
That alone doesn't help Josephina. Not, at least, until she learns who Grandma's
sister was, and what she did that was so special that Grandma would want a
namesake for her sister. When Josephina and her friends realize the significance the
name carries, then everybody wants to be Josephina.
The book carries a good message: first, that parents should be very careful
about the names they give their children, and second, if the name is unusual, there
should be a GOOD explanation prepared to be given for times such as Josephina
was having. However, the watercolor illustrations make that message appealing. To
begin with, Josephina belongs to a family of what seems to be alligators, and
everything about them is a little alligator-ish: the dolls they play with, the figure at
the end of their umbrella, and the headboard to the bed. And yet, they are also very
"human:" playing with dolls, drawing pictures of nature, sailing across oceans, and
pinching the ends off string beans. Combined, they make a very realistic story, and
they offer a very satisfying possible conclusion to a situation that could happen to
any member of any family, animal or human.
-Judith Huber

A
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Falconer, Elizabeth. January Brings the Snow: A Seasonal Hide-And-Seek. Illustrated by
ElizabethFalconer. Orchard,1989. ISBNO-531-05824-7. $14.95. 28pp.
January Brings the Snow is a beautifully illustrated month-by-month poetical
chronicle of Mother Nature. An almanac of sorts, this is a two-for-one story. Each
two-page spread features a boy and girl as they make monthly discoveries in Mother
Nature's domain. Under a pop-up flap is a diminutive mouse family with seasonal
adventures of its own.
The poetical descriptors, by Sara Coleridge (1802-1852), have been adapted by
the author into a picture book with whimsical watercolor illustrations. For October's
text,
Fresh October brings the pheasant;
Then to gather nuts is pleasant.
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the children are in a tree gathering nuts; the mouse family (under the flap) is getting
dressed for Halloween. A clever border around the pictures traps each month, but at
the same time, though most of the action is thus frozen, some illustrative elements
venture outside of the border lines to show movement. Thus, each month, though
distinct, has elements that flow into the other.
January Brings the Snow is not only a beautiful book for recreational reading
and browsing, but an adventure in learning.
-Gabi Kupitz
Gerard, A. Roy. Sir Francis Drake: His Daring Deeds. Illustrated by A. Roy Gerard.
Farrar Straus Giroux, 1988. ISBN 374-36962-3. $12.95. Unpaginated.
When Francis Drake was only ten,
he went to sea with grown-up men,
And flabbergasted all the crew
by quickly learning what to do.

A
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Thus begins this spirited account of the achievements of Sir Francis Drake
which include, to name a few, how he sa~d the ship's cat, how he became captain
of his own ship rather young, how he saw the Pacific Ocean and eventually sailed in
it, and how he generally conquered and humiliated Spaniards, both on land and sea.
The book also makes special mention of how Queen Elizabeth I called on Drake
when she feared trouble from Spain. She prophesied:
At least four hundred years from now
your tale will still be told, I vow.
My bold Sir Francis, valiant crew,
England will remember you.
This book's enchantment is two-fold. First, the language is very dramatic:
Drake chased the Spaniards far and near, and he "swished his sword with glee,"
when the "discombobulated" Armada was defeated. Sometimes the text has a very
light-hearted feeling. Other times, the feeling is more exotic and mysterious.
Altogether, the text conveys the feeling that the life of Sir Francis Drake was one
big, exciting adventure that was only occasionally and slightly hampered by some
minor unfortunate circumstances.
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The illustrations are something to behold and add to the already enchanting
text. Each page is a new treat, from the first, where sea gulls are flying around,
picking at fish, and a sailor sits on a keg eating an apple, to the last, where a
beautifully bejewelled Elizabeth is flanked by Drake and his cat (who, incidentally,
is in every picture that Drake appears in). There are tiny details that make
returning to each page another colorful adventure! One thing to note, however:
there are times when we catch Drake's men with their clothes off!
-Judith Huber
A
1+
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Gilman, Phoebe. lillian liggs. Illustrated by Phoebe Gilman. Scholastic Inc., 1985. ISBN
0-590-41340-6. $9.95. 36 pp.
Have you ever started cleaning your room only to be distracted and caught up
with the wonderful "things" in it ... so that the room doesn't get cleaned? Well,
that's what happens to Jillian.
A very imaginative look at all of the things that can divert a creative child's
mind from the job of cleaning. The text is in rhyme and the pictures will give lots
of ideas for things to do with spare time (and junk!!)
- Kathe Homer

A
6+
Biog

Gregory, Kristiana. lenny of the Tetons. Gulliver Books: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1989. ISBN 0-15-200480-7. $13.95. 119 pp.
Having grown up in southeastern Idaho, I was first drawn to this book because
of my familiarity with the areas described in Jenny of the Tetons. Carrie Hill , a
fifteen-year-old pioneer girl on her way West with her family, is left an orphan
when her wagon train is attacked by Indians, and her entire family is killed. At
Fort Hall, she is sent off with the English trapper, Beaver Dick Leigh to help care
for his children. After a two-day horseback ride, Carrie is filled with anxiety when
she discovers that Jenny, Beaver Dick's wife, is a Shoshone Indian. As she gets to
know Jenny, however, she comes to love and respect her. With this family, Carrie
travels from the area just south of present-day Rexburg, Idaho, through the Teton
Mountains to Jenny Lake and back again. She meets and falls in love with Mi les
Alexander and becomes close to Mrs. Mitten, an older widow lady who lives close
to their Rexburg area home. Carrie gains a deep appreciation of the beauti ful
mountains and rivers and finally begins to understand the Indian people.
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Except for Carrie, most of the characters in this book were actual people who
lived during this time period (1875-1878). In the "Author's Note" at the beginning
of the book, Gregory has written a short introduction to these people and places. At
the end of the story is an "Epilogue" telling about Jenny's death and Beaver Dick's
life after her death. Also included is a "Glossary of Shoshoni Words" and a
"Bibliography."
-Helen Hoopes
Heyer, Marilee. The Forbidden Door. Illustrated by Marilee Heyer. Viking Kestrel, 1988.
ISBN 0-670-81740-6. $14.95. 32 pp.
A young girl named Reena lives in an exquisite cave. One evening, her mother
tells her a story about the "outside." Reena hears of flowers, mountains, sky, and of
a huge red orb called the sun. It has been generations since any of these have been
seen, and they can only be imagined. Reena is absorbed with curiosity about this
unknown world, and one day ventures through a "forbidden door" to the "outside."
She is immediately trapped by an ugly magician, Okira, who has held her family
captive for years. Reena makes fri ends with some fantastic creatures, and finds the
strength in herself to overcome Okira, free her family, and make the "outside" a
welcoming place again.
The overwhelming feature of this book is the art which is essential to the
storytelling. The eighteen full-page illustrations show fantasy characters that can
not be part of the world we know, and are worthy of framing. The well-developed
story is true to the fantasy genre; it is not a fairy tale. It makes a good read aloud if
all the listeners can see the illustrations. Although the publisher gives ages 3 to 8
as the reading level, the story and art work are too complex for young readers. Even
though this is a picture book, I think 7 to 11 year-olds would be more ready for its
sophisticated fantasy . It is a beautiful, well-bound book that I would add to my
collection. It provides the young reader with a wonderful introduction to the world
of fantasy.
-Lanell Reeder
Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Still As A Star. Illustrated by Karen Milone. Little Brown and Co.,
1989. ISBN 0-316-37272-2 (library binding). $14.95. 32 pp.
Hopkins has added another collection of poems to his list of popular
anthologies (with more than 60 to his credit) . Still As A Star contains night-time
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poems by well known authors such as Harry Behn, Aileen Fisher, Nancy Willard,
Kehn Holman, and others. Karen Milone's illustrations are predominantly gentle
blues, purples, and pinks which fit the peaceful night-time feeling of the poetry.
Night is treated from a variety of perspectives such as luBabies, dreams,
moonstruck rabbits, night metaphors, and night sounds. It's a pleasant, peaceful
book of poems that should encourage children into peaceful slumber.
- Lillian Heil
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James, Betsy. Long Night Dance. E. P. Dutton, 1989. ISBN 0-525-44485-8. $13 .95. 170 pp.
Long Night Dance is a wonderfully written, appealing book that wiB captivate
even the most reluctant reader. It is the story of Kat, a sixteen-year-old girl whose
mother was a Hill woman-an outcast-and whose father was an Upslope man.
After the death of her mother when Kat was very young, Kat had taken over the
duties of the household which consisted of her father, Ab Drem and her brother Dai.
Upslope women stayed in their homes and never ventured out except to go to market,
but Kat feels the beaches calling to her and it is here that she finds what first appears
to be a dying seal. This "seal" turns out to be a young man, a Rigi-from across the
water-who having had his name taken away from him for some "unforgivable" sin,
renames himself NaB-Long Wave. He is badly hurt and Kat struggles to carry him
to the top of the cliff to her home. Spurned by Ab Drem, NaB is hidden in the bam .
Knowing that he will die if he is not properly cared for, Kat and Dai are forced to
leave their own world and venture forth into the world of Downshore-a place where
Upshore women are not to go. It is here that Kat participates in the long night dance
and begins to discover who she really is.
Although none of the places or people in this story are identified, this is a
wonderful account of a young girl'susearch to find herself, and also of the developing
relationship between, not only Kat and Nail, but also between Kat and her brother
Dai as they work together for a common cause. James has also adorned each chapter
with 2" x 2" black and white prints depicting some aspect of that chapter. This wa s
a book that I could not put down even though I do not normally like fantasy . I
believe that girls willlike this better than boys, but the tale is rich enough that both
should enjoy it. I highly recommend Long Night Dance.
-Helen Hoopes
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Jensen, Dorothea. The Riddle of Penncrofi Farm. Gulliver Books, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1989. ISBN 0-15-200574-9. $14.95. 180 pp.
Penncroft Farm, the fictionalized setting for this delightful book, is set in
modern-day Pennsylvania, near Valley Forge. The central character, and from
whose point-of-view we hear the story, is Lars Olafson, a junior high school boy
who has just moved with his Mom and Dad from Minnesota. Sandra, Lars' mom,
grew up on this farm and the three Olafson's have returned to live with Aunt Cass
on the family farm. Almost at once, Lars begins to see things that are not really
there, and finally he meets Geordie, a boy his own age who shares eye-witness
accounts of the Revolutionary War. The times and people come to life as Geordie
tells of the terrors of that long, cold winter at Valley Forge and we almost feel that
we, too, are experiencing, firsthand, what those early soldiers had to endure. There
are plenty of riddles and lots of mysteries that Lars is able to clear up for his family.
Dorothea Jensen has combined the two different time periods into an intriguing
book that will appeal to every history buff, and help those who are not so
enthusiastic to gain a better understanding of this time period. The Riddle of
Penncrofi Farm is a delightful romp into history!
-Helen Hoopes

A
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Kismaric, Carole. A Gift From Saint Nicholas. Illustrated by Charles Mikolaycak. Holiday
House, 1988. ISBN 0-8234-0674-1. $14.95. Unpaginated.
Cecile's desperate longing for the chocolate boat in Trinchen Mutser's candy
shop seems a hopeless Christmas wish. Trinchen Mutser worries about the expense
of the little boat remaining alone when all the other Christmas goodies are gone,
but nothing is hopeless in the face of Saint Nicholas' love (the real saint this
Lime- no round-faced, new world substitute), and another Christmas legend is
made alive.
Charles Mikolaycak's detailed, full-page illustrations, fleshed out in delicious
colors, look good enough to eat and bridge the understanding gap which might
result from the foreign names and customs. A worthwhile addition to the
Christmas collection (always welcome, no dOUbt).
-Janet Francis
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Korman, Gordon. Radio Fifth Grade. Scholastic Hardcover, 1989. ISBN 0-590-41928-5 .
$1 1.95. 179 pp.
Young Benjy Driver is fascinated with radio. He practically eats, drinks and
sleeps radio. When his fifth-grade class is given the opportunity to produce its own
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show on a local station, Benjy begins to put together a show, "Kidsview," that will
tell the public about their school. His best friends, Ellen Louise Turnbull and Mark
Havermayer, are his co-producers and co-announcers on the show. Each week the
three must interview the other children who want a part on the show and then decide
which spots to include. Each week, they must also try to sell the "Pet of the Week "
for the local pet store which is their sponsor. Their trouble all begins when the "Pet
of the Week" is a talking parrot that will not talk. Each week they must come up
with new ideas to sell the parrot, and each week, the parrot refuses to cooperate. One
week, Brad Jaworski (a.k.a. "The Venice Menace") shows up for the interview
declaring that he has a story to read on the show. Now the kids have two problems:
(1) a parrot that flies around the studio, gets bird-napped accidentally, and in general
tries its hardest not to get sold; and (2) the school bully who keeps showing up with
sequels to the most awful story anyone has every heard.
This book is hilariously funny, and the parrot steals the show. Never was there a
bird that could accidentally-on-purpose throw more havoc into a person's life than
this bird. And the kids are always on the run from their own mistakes. There is one
zany, wacky scene of feathers, sound effects, smoke, and ultrasonic waves, that had
me chuckling days after I had read it. A must-read, in my opinion.
-Vicky M. Turner
A
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Krementz, Jill.

How It Feels to Fight for Your Life.

0-316-50364-9. $15.95. 132 pp.

Little, Brown, 1989.

ISBN

In earlier How It Feels . . . books, Krementz has interviewed children of divorce,
children who have had a parent diegand children who are adopted. Using the same
successful format, she again skillfully shows children coping with life's obstacles.
In each of fourteen chapters, a child between the ages of seven and sixteen
speaks candidly about a disease or handicap which is faced daily: severe burns,
cancer, kidney disease, epilepsy, and spina bifida, to name a few. Krementz ha s
visited with, interviewed, and photographed the fourteen children to chronicle the
problems and struggles they face.
The words in the book all come from the young people. Krementz shapes their
stories with sueh honesty, grace, and feeling that the reader sees first the human
being, and second, the physical shortcoming. And that is the whole point: these are
real people who are living real life straight on, and the courage none of them wanted
to develop has surfaced, nonetheless. Surely, the afflicted who read these stories will
find comfort and hope. And those with less dramatic life tests will gain insights no
less valuable.
-James S. Jacobs
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Kwitz, Mary DeBali. Shadow over Mousehaven Manor. Scholastic Hardcover, 1989.
ISBN 0-590-42034-8. $10.95. 160 pp.
Miss Minabell Mouse has received an urgent message from her uncle
explaining that her aunt, Pi tty Pat, is very ill and will Miss Minabell come
immediately to Mousehaven Manor. Several evenings before Christmas, after a
short party with her friends (Olivia and Gaylord Cardinal, Mubles Mole, and Teena
Chipmunk), she sets out to see her ailing aunt. The next evening, after finding a
place to sleep, she is awakened in the middle of the night to find a hand clasped
tightly over her mouth and in the distance she can hear chants of "SUNGAM,
SUNGAM!". The shadow above her warns her to be completely quiet and together
they watch a hoard of Chicago Rats invade a hen house and take the spoils. When
the rats have moved on, her captor identifies himself as Special Agent Wendel
Weasel of the Illinois Ski Patrol; then he warns her of the threat that the Chicago
rats pose. It is not until she reaches Mousehaven Manor that she realized her
"uncle" is none other than Magnus, Leader of the Chicago Rats, and she discovers
that her mission is to save her aunt Pitty Pat and her ancestral home Mousehaven
Manor.
This book is very reminiscent of Redwall, only in a shorter, easier to read
format. The mice' and other field creatures are here, the rats are here, and the final
battle is here. This book's simple story is much easier to understand as the long
drawn out descriptive passages have been left out.
-Vicky M. Turner

B3-6
Ficl

Lawlor, Laurie. Addie's Dakota Winter. Illustrated by Toby Gowing. Albert Whitman &
Company, 1989. ISBN 0-8075-0171-9. $9.75. 160 pp.
Addie's Dakota Winter is a sequel to Lawlor's Addie Across the Prairie which
was reviewed by the Children's Book Review, 1986, Vol. 1. That first book was the
story of nine-year-old Addie Mill's family who left their worn-out farm along the
Mississippi River near Sabula in eastern Iowa, to travel nearly five hundred miles
to their new homestead in Dakota. When this second book begins, the family has
been in Dakota for one year and it is the first day of school in the new schoolhouse.
Addie longs for a "best friend" with whom she can share all her secrets. She even
gives her a name-Annabelle. But when Addie finally gets to school, there is only
Mathilde Bergstrom-Tilla-from Norway. Tilla is loud and rude, and tells stories
about her mother having been the cook for the King of Norway. She seems to be
too different from Addie for them to ever become best friends. But a bunch of bad
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boys who threaten Addie and Tilla, and a terrible winter storm help Addie learn what
it takes to have, and to be a true friend.
Lawlor has given us another excellent glimpse into the world of the pioneers,
especially the trials of those immigrants from Norway who had such a struggle
fitting into the New America. Easy to read with lots of action, this book should
appeal to any child who wants to learn about the "olden days."
-Helen Hoopes
A
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Marzollo, Jean. Getting Your Period: a book about menstruation. Illustrated by Kent
Williams. Dial Books for Young Readers, 1989. ISBN 0-8037-0355-4. $13.95. 99 pp.
Getting Your Period, a book about menstruation, is well-written and illustrated.
It doesn't read like a pamphlet or clinical text, but sounds like a round-table
discussion of a topic known in some form to every woman. It speaks to the reader.
The discussions are frank, but never crass. Topics range from anticipation of
one's period, the amount of flow during menstruation, tampon and sanitary napkins
(what there is on the market and how to use it and when), to the emotional changes
and perception of self and others' perceptions, real or imagined, which occur. The
terms used are defined in language understandable to the reader. Following the
oft-used scientific word, is the phonetic pronunciation. For example, in the chapter,
"How you change during puberty:"
Next comes a very small hole, the urethra (yoo-REE-thra), through which
urine passes when you urinate, or "pee." During puberty your urethra
becomes larger.
The word, urethra, is defined, phonetic pronunciation given, colloquially used, and
then shown through pencil illustrations.
Girls of varying ages and backgrounds discuss their experiences, facts and
feelings, their frustrations regarding menstruation, and also share hints and ideas that
help the reader relate, as an individual on the wide spectrum of "normal," to the
amazing wonder of the human body. Most importantly, is the understanding one
gets that Mother Nature doesn't rubber-stamp men and women, but repects
individuality. I learned much.
-Dabi Kupitz
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Matsuoko, Kyoko. There's a Hippo in My Bath. Illustrated by Akiko Hayashi. Doubleday,
1982. ISBN 0-385-26188-8. $12.95. 40 pp.
When a little boy and his rubber duckie start into their bath, they find that they
have company ... more and more all the time. They have a terrific time, make a
terrific mess, and naturally, all the visiting animals disappear before Mom arrives
on the scene. The pictures are bright and cheerful and I would expect most children
to respond automatically to the wonderful time everyone is having in the bath.
-Kathe Homer
McDonald, Megan. Is This a House for Hermit Crab? Illustrated by S. D. Schindler.
Orchard Books (Franklin Watts), 1989. ISBN 0-531-05855-7. $14.95. Unpaginated.
This episodic, nonfiction tale relates a hermit crab's search for a new home.
Crawling out of the ocean, he seeks shelter first behind a rock, then in a tin can,
next under a piece of driftwood, and so on, until a wave and good luck offer him an
abandoned snail shell. He slips into the ideal home just as a pricklepine fish is
ready to gulp him down.
McDonald tells the story in clean prose and rhythmic episodes that take young
readers effortlessly through the pages. And the dominant tans and blues of
Schindler's pastel drawings capture the feeling of ocean-right down to the sandy
dust jacket on the back cover. An accurate, lovely nonfiction read-aloud for the
young listener.
-James S. Jacobs
McKeena, Colleen O'Shaughnessy. Fifth Grade : Here Comes Trouble. Scholastic
Hardcover, 1989. ISBN 0-590-41733-9. $10.95.137 pp.
Collette of the Too Many Murphys is back, again demonstrating her ingenuity
for getting into and out of life's little embarrassments. Her friend, Marsha, will be
turning eleven very soon and she is planning a "Signpost to Maturity" party. Every
child in Marsha's family has this special party when they tum eleven, and Marsha's
big plans revolve around inviting boys to the party. Collette is not ready to be that
grown-up; she isn't ready for BOYS! Collette begins to ignore Marsha's plans and
so Marsha begins to ignore Collette calling her a "baby." Marsha turns to her
cousin, Carole, who becomes her guide to preparing for and planning her
"S ignpost" party. Carole believes that she is too grown-up to have to follow
anyone's advice and that includes any that Marsha's mother tries to give. The plans
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for the party are nearly destroyed when Carole talks Marsha into getting her ears
pierced and then into stealing an expensive pair of earrings to wear to the party.
I enjoyed meeting Collelte again. She seems to have an insight into the peoplc
she loves, and while she may not always know how to help them, she always knows
how to love them.
-Vicky M. Turncr
A

4-8

Biog

McKissack, Patricia.

Jesse Jackson:

0-590-43181-l. $1l.95. 108 pp.

A biography

Scholastic Press, 1989.

ISBN

If you shared my opinion that Jesse Jackson is an unorthodox politician and a
persuasive public speaker who seems to know how to keep himself in the limelight
(sometimes by spectacular feats like obtaining the release of lieutenant Robert
Goodman from Syria), then expand your horizons by reading Patricia McKissack's
biography of this tireless public figure . Born in 1941, Jackson was an outstanding
athlete but found a vast difference between his value as a professional and a
comparable white baseball player. His political career began when he was in college
at Greensboro, North Carolina. His aggressive and flamboyant leadership sty le
irritated some but attracted many followers because he got things done. While
studying at church seminary in Chicago, Jackson continued to work for the rights of
blacks and was involved in Martin Luther King's famous Selma to Montgomery
March in 1965. In 1985, Jackson sought the democratic nomination for President of
the United States with little chance of success. In 1988, he ran again and came very
close to winning. The father of five, Jesse's and his wife Jackie's children credit their
parents with being strict but loving. Jackson passes the credit on to his grandmother,
mother, and stepfather who instilled in him the dedication to improving life for
others.
McKissack's portrait of Jackson appears to be an objective one. She certainly
describes his flair for the dramatics. She notes the fact that his leadership style is
considered dynamic by his friends, and pushy and arrogant by those he annoys
(possibly those used to being in command). His ability to suit his speaking style to
his audience, plus his rhythmic oratorical style seem to be a matter of public record.
Those talents make him a man who can persuade and sway the opinions of many
people. This biography allows the reader to see the breadth of his accomplishments
and the controversial aspects of his leadership style. He is a young man who will
continue to affect the course of American politics.
-Lillian Heil
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Murphy, Jim. The Call of the Wolves. Illustrated by Mark Allen Weatherby. Scholastic,
1990. ISBN 0-590-41941-2. $l3.95. Unpaginated.
During a caribou hunt, a young wolf is separated from his pack. Injured and
threatened by man, another wolf pack, hunger, and the harsh winter conditions, he
eventually finds his way back to his wolf family .
In this nonfiction picture book, both the illustrations and the text treat the wolf
with dignity and splendor. The reader learns of wolves and their ways as the saga
of this one wolf unfolds, coming away with the same information as is often
delivered straightforwardly. The result is interesting learning-as well as a
rewarding aesthetic experience offered by the watercolors which accurately capture
both the winter chill and the wolf anatomy. A double-page entry summarizes
interesting information about wolves and their place in today's ecology. Also
appended is a bibliography of further reading.
-James S. Jacobs
Osborne, Mary Pope. Favorite Greek Myths. Illustrated by Troy Howell. Scholastic, Inc.,
1989. ISBN 0-590-4l338-4. $14.95. 81 pp.
This beautiful book contains a retelling of 12 Greek myths. The stories are told
in three to five pages each. The style is simple and enjoyable and is easily
understood. Troy-Howell's full-page color plates are wonderfully done in soft,
warm colors. Each of the 12 pictures treats the moment of decision in the story, and
is expressive without being sentimental. The paper is heavy and smooth, and the
type is clear and readablc-a real treasure of a volume.
This book would be delightful reading for any age, but is especially suited to
the upper elementary grade levels because it makes the myths very clear and
understandable, as well as most pleasing.
-Jan Staheli
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Wild Turkey Tame Turkey. Photographed by William Munoz.
Clarion Books, 1989. ISBN 0-89919-7043. $14 .95. 57 pp.
I'd always wondered why Benjamin Franklin preferred the turkey over the bald
eagle for our national bird. I couldn't think of any bird that was dumber or less
elegant looking than the turkey. Dorothy Hinshaw Patent has changed my mind
because Franklin wasn't referring to the domesticated turkey (bred to produce a
huge mass of white meat on its chest and too dumb to come in out of the rain).
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Franklin's turkey was nominated one of nature's most cunning creatures, a powerful
bird with beautiful brassy feathers; he was talking about the wild turkey, "a true
original native of America." In addition to spectacular bronze coloring (very useful
for camouflage in the woods), the wild turkey has more elegant proportions. He can
be four feet tall with a long neck, long slim legs, and a trim shape that allows him to
fly at 50 miles per hour or run as fast as 25 miles per hour. This wary creature once
lived in 39 of our states and was used by Indians for food, weapons, and adornment.
Around the tum of the century, the decline in numbers (caused by disease and over
hunting by white settlers) caused people to work on preserving the species so that at
present time the population is back up to 1.25 million, found in 42 states.
Accompanied by Munoz's excellent photographs, Patent explains the turkey life
cycle: the way turkeys protect their chicks, the way turkeys scratch for food (a set
pattern of identifiable marks), and where they sleep at night. A section on
domesticated turkeys provides further contrast with the characteristics of the bird that
might have been our nation's symbol. After reading this book, I can see why Ben
Franklin suggested that the wild turkey be the one to represent a new nation.
-Lillian Heil
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Paulsen, Gary. The Winter Room. Orchard Books, 1989. ISBN 0-531-08439-5. $11.99. 103
pp.
Narrated in the first person, this is the story of a typical year in the life of a
young boy (Eldon) growing up on a farm in Minnesota. Recently named as an
Honor book for the Newberry Medal, The Winter Room is divided into four sections,
each representing a different season. Beginning with "Spring," we learn about the
family: Wayne, the older brother; Father and Mother; and Uncle Dave, and his
brother, Nels. We follow the family as they go about the farm doing all the chores
that are associated with farm life of many years ago.
Finally, we get to "Winter." Because all of the farm work has been done before
the snow comes, the family spends the winter nights in the "Winter Room" (the
living room), sitting around the pot-bellied stove listening to Nels tell stories from
old Norway. Who could ever forget the story of Alen, the practical joker wood
cutler who, at the end of his life,
felt death coming and decided to play his best joke of all .... Just before
he died, he opened the cabin door to let the cold in and lay down on the floor
on his back with his arms and legs stretched out as wide open as he could get
them. And then he died.
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Four days later, when his friend came to play checkers, he found Alen "froze ...
hard as granite." The cabin had a small door and the "trail down through the woods
was narrow and winding" and Alen had known that his friend "wouldn't be able to
bring himself to break Alen's arms and legs" nor would he "dare to thaw Alen
because of what would get soft with the thaw." The rest of that story hilariously
describes what happened next.
One of the reasons that this book is so outstanding is that Paulsen has the
ability to make you feel that you are actually on the farm. As indicated in the first
chapter of this book, we actually smell all the smells, see all of the sights, and hear
all of the sounds on the farm. Reading about diving into a haystack is almost like
actually doing it yourself. We smell the sweetness and feel the softness of the hay.
As Eldon describes it: "It was something I never got tired of because the hay would
catch you, just let you sink soft and down, and it smelled nice." In the winter, we
also see the chickens. "All fluffed and looking for a warm place to stand." Can't
you just see them?
Another endearing part of this book are the characters. They are real people
and Paulsen makes us feel what they feel. In the end, when Nels and Wayne have
their crisis, we feel the anguish every bit as much as Wayne and Nels and Eldon do.
A remarkable book to help us learn of another time, and help us, not only to
understand the hard work which is required to be a farmer, but also to see how a
family works together to support and uplift each other--each in their own way.
-Helen Hoopes
Quackenbush, Robert. I Did It With My Hatchet. Illustrated by Robert Quackenbush.
Pippin Press, 1989. ISBN 0-945912-04-8. $12.95. 36 pp.
Robert Quackenbush's picture book biography of George Washington
communicates some of the same feelings about our first President as the young
adult biography written by Milton Meltzer. Both authors give us a realistic picture
of the man. Quackenbush dispels the cherry tree myth on the first page and then
proceeds to give some real facts about George's early life and the things he
accomplished when he became an adult.
Quackenbush's down to earth approach is helped by his use of three soldiers
huddled around a fire, who on each page provide amusing comments and additions
to the text. They look and act like soldiers enduring hardships of a winter
campaign, an idea supported by having them march off when the war is over and
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agree to meet at Fraunces Tavern (the tavern in New York where Washington held a
final meeting with his officers) for a reunion every year.
The illustrations are in blue and white with black outlines; these seem to fit the
life story of our first President. This biography does not reveal the complexity of
Washington's character, but the reader does get a feel for a personality rather than a
larger-than-life portrait of a solemn general who became a perfect President who
never made mistakes or had any fun.
-Lillian Heil
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Raskin, Ellen. Figgs & Phantoms. Illustrated by Ellen Raskin. E. P. Dulton, 1981. IS BN
0-525-29680-8. $14.95. 152 pp.
Ellen Raskin's 1974 mystery about the peculiar Figg family has been reissued,
to the delight of many young readers. Mona Newton, whose mother is a tap dancing
Figg, is distressed by her odd family. Her mother tap dances everywhere and
organizes parades, her father sells used cars and always manages to come out on the
poor end of the bargain. She has several uncles who grew up on the vaudev ille
circuit entertaining, and are eccentric though lov ing. Her favorite uncle is Florence
Italy Figg, retired tap dancer and bookseller. He is not well and believes that when
he dies he will go to the small island of Capri.
Mona's search for her uncle and his dream island of Capri is magical and
instructive. She learns a great deal about life- both hers and her uncle's. She comes
home from her journey with new eyes to see the love all around her. I would
recommend this book for a funny, thoughtful read for both boys and girls in junior
high.
-Jan Staheli
Schwartz, Alvin. Telling Fortunes: Love Magic. Dream Signs. and Other Ways to Learn the
Future . Illustrated by Tracey Cameron. J. B. Lippincott, 1987. ISBN 0-397-3213 3-3.
$11.89. 128pp.
It doesn't seem that Schwartz left anything out of this compendium on reading
the future. With chapters on omens, love magic, tea leaves, cards, dream signs, palm
reading, astrology, and crystal balls, any young reader should be more than ready to
entertain and amaze instantly. Actually, Schwartz has made his book acceptable to
both ends of the belief scale. At no time does he scoff at the possibility of someone
knowing the unseen, nor does he sensationalize the procedures or incidents when
they have seemed accurate.
Among other enticements are descriptions of
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tongue-in-cheek games the reader can implement (like the cootie catcher I
remember from school days), jump-rope rhymes to determine boyfriends, and
alphabetic name formulas for the same purpose. Folklore, modern seers, and brief
samples of casting horoscopes are also included. Schwartz has documented his
sources carefully with suggestions for additional reading for those enticed by the
subject, and has included a complete index. For a first or only work in this subject,
this should surely be considered.
-Janet Francis

Kidnapped: Could It Happen To You?
0-531-10680-2. $9.90. 64 pp.

Scott, Elaine.

Franklin Watts, 1989.

ISBN

I don't know if there is anything more frightening than the fear a parent has that
their child could be kidnapped, except maybe that child's fear when it happens. This
is an excellent book, full of preventive measures which are not only practical and
concise, but already written on the child's level. If a parent feels uncomfortable
discussing this topic with a child, read this book with them. It will make you both
feel more at ease, and will answer a lot of questions.
The book covers three ways children are kidnapped: kidnapping by strangers,
children who "kidnap" themselves (by running away from home), and children who
are kidnapped by an estranged and frustrated parent. The book also gives a list of
useful information that the child should be aware of: have certain phone numbers,
including area codes, memorized; have certain addresses memorized; know the
name of their school and school district; ask questions about sudden trips that the
other parent might not know about; don't feel obligated to answer a question from
an adult . .. they should be asking another adult; and finally, a list of possible
people you cail tum to if you need help.
I recommend this book to any family with children, whether they are old
enough to read it or not!
- Judith Huber

Selsam, Millicent & Hunt, Joyce. Keep Looking. Illustrated by Normand Chartier.
Macmillan Publishing Co., 1989. ISBN 0-02-781840-3. $13.95. 32 pp.
This is a non-fiction picture book wherein each turn of the page presents the
reader with a new animal added to an illustration of a country home in the winter.
The simple text of information and questions gives the reader (or young listener) a
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chance to think about the animals wintering around us ... how and where they live.
Chartier's lovely watercolors add to the feeling of serenity in a cold, deep winter.
-Kathe Homer
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Wells, Rosemary. Max's Chocolate Chicken. Illustrated by Rosemary Wells. Dial Books,
1989. ISBN 0-8037-0586-7. $9.16. 26 pp.
When Max goes on an Easter egg hunt with his sister, Ruby, he finds everything
but eggs. Ruby continually reminds him that he cannot win the chocolate chicken
unless he finds the most eggs. In the end, both are happy and "love prevails."
I found this book very appealing because Max acts just like a typicallittie boy in
this situation. Not that he does what's right. He doesn't! In real life, the end might
not be so happy, but somehow Rosemary Wells pulls it off with the reader liking
both Max and Ruby. The expressions in her illustrations are a bit understated and
quite delightful.
-Kathe Homer
Wrightson, Patricia. Balyet. Margaret K. McElderry Books, 1989. ISBN 0-689-50468-3 .
$12.95. 132 pp.
Folk tale? Yes. Magic? Yes. Adolescent fiction? Definitely yes! Patricia
Wrightson's story of a teen-aged girl involved beyond her ken in Australian
Aboriginal magic is engrossing and involving. Jo hides in the back of Mrs. Willet's
car when she knows the old woman is going to the outback to perform her sacred
tribal rituals. Mrs. Willet, the last of her tribe and a Clever Woman-or tribal
shaman-reluctantly lets Jo stay with her on the promise that Jo will never leave the
campsite and will not make any trouble for her. Jo promises easily, but that is before
she meets Balyet, the wraith of a girl who was left by her tribe many centuries before
for committing the most heinous sin known to the tribe-<:ausing blood brothers to
kill one another. Balyet has since searched for her people, and failing that, has
looked for warmth from any human she can find. But embracing Balyet means
grasping cold death.
This book is interesting on many levels. It is a wonderful description of the
Australian back country, an absorbing tale of Aboriginal customs and magic made
very believable, and a story of a teen-aged girl with all her emotions fluttering from
the prickly quills with which she protects herself. I think girls might be especially
interested, although boys would also enjoy the story.
-Jan Staheli
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